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A B S T R A C T

Purpose
Hypofractionated radiotherapy delivers larger daily doses of radiation and may increase the bi-
ologically effective dose delivered to the prostate. We conducted a randomized trial testing the
hypothesis that dose-escalated, moderately hypofractionated intensity-modulated radiation therapy
(HIMRT) improves prostate cancer control comparedwith conventionally fractionated IMRT (CIMRT)
for men with localized prostate cancer.

Patients and Methods
Men were randomly assigned to 75.6 Gy in 1.8-Gy fractions delivered over 8.4 weeks (CIMRT) or
72 Gy in 2.4 Gy fractions delivered over 6 weeks (HIMRT, biologically equivalent to 85 Gy in 1.8-Gy
fractions assuming prostate cancer a-to-b ratio of 1.5). Failure was defined as prostate-specific
antigen (PSA) failure (nadir plus 2 ng/mL) or initiation of salvage therapy. Modified Radiation Therapy
Oncology Group criteria were used to grade late ($ 90 days after completion of radiotherapy) GI and
genitourinary toxicity.

Results
Most of the 206 men (72%) had cT1, Gleason score 6 or 7 (99%), and PSA level # 10 ng/mL (90%)
disease. Androgen deprivation therapy was received by 24%. With a median follow-up of 8.5 years,
men treated with HIMRT experienced fewer treatment failures (n = 10) than men treated with
CIMRT (n = 21; P = .036). The 8-year failure rate was 10.7% (95% CI, 5.8% to 19.1%) with HIMRT
and 15.4% (95% CI, 9.1% to 25.4%) with CIMRT. There was no difference in overall survival (P =
.39). There was a nonsignificant increase in late grade 2 or 3 GI toxicity with HIMRT (8-year 5.0% v
12.6%; P = .08). However, GI toxicity was only 8.6%when rectal volume receiving 65 Gy of HIMRT
was # 15%. Late genitourinary toxicity was similar (P = .84). There was no grade 4 toxicity.

Conclusion
The results of this randomized trial demonstrate superior cancer control for men with localized
prostate cancer who receive dose-escalated moderately hypofractionation radiotherapy while
shortening treatment duration.
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INTRODUCTION

More than one-third of men with localized
prostate cancer are treated with external-beam
radiation therapy.1 Randomized trials have
established that dose-escalated radiation therapy
(. 75 Gy biologically equivalent dose) improves
prostate cancer control and dose-escalated radi-
ation has become standard treatment of prostate
cancer.2-6 However, it takes 8 to 9 weeks to

complete dose-escalated radiation therapy when
delivered with conventional fractionation (1.8 or
2.0 Gy each day Monday through Friday).

Hypofractionated prostate radiotherapy has
the potential to shorten the duration of prostate

cancer treatment while increasing the biologically
effective dose delivered to the prostate by de-

livering larger daily doses of radiation. It is be-

lieved that because of differences in sensitivity to
daily doses of radiation between prostate cancer
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and adjacent normal tissues, delivery of fewer, larger, daily radi-
ation doses may increase prostate cancer control without in-
creasing treatment adverse effects.7-9 Shorter hypofractionated
treatment is also more convenient for patients, decreases the cost of
treatment, and may increase patient access to treatment.10-12

A randomized trial was undertaken to test the hypothesis
that shorter-duration, moderately hypofractionated, intensity-
modulated radiation therapy (HIMRT; 72 Gy in 2.4-Gy fractions
delivered over 6 weeks) improves prostate cancer control without
increasing treatment toxicity.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Men with organ-confined prostate cancer provided informed consent to
enroll in a phase III institutional review board–approved trial from January
2001 to January 2010 that randomly assigned men to either a conventional
fractionation intensity-modulated radiation therapy (CIMRT) regimen
that delivered 75.6 Gy in 1.8-Gy fractions or to a dose-escalated moderate
HIMRT regimen that delivered 72 Gy in 2.4-Gy fractions (ClinicalTrials.
gov identifier: NCT00667888). The moderate hypofractionation regimen
was biologically equivalent to delivering 85 Gy in 1.8-Gy fractions, as-
suming an a-to-b ratio of 1.5 Gy for prostate cancer. Therefore, the
hypofractionation regimen delivered a higher biologically effective dose.
The dose escalation difference was designed to be similar to the MD
Anderson trial that demonstrated improved prostate cancer control with
conventionally fractionated dose escalation.5

Eligibility Criteria
Eligible patients had biopsy-proven prostate adenocarcinoma, good

performance status (Zubrod, 2), clinical tumor T1b to T3b disease (1992
American Joint Committee on Cancer staging system13), PSA level # 20
ng/mL, Gleason score , 10, and no clinical, radiographic or pathologic
evidence of nodal or bone metastasis. Bone scan within 3 months of
signing protocol consent or starting androgen deprivation therapy (ADT)
was required for men with PSA levels . 10 ng/mL or cT3 disease, and
pelvic CT scan was required for men with cT3 disease. Men with cT3
disease were required to have a Gleason score , 8 and pretreatment PSA
level# 10 ng/mL.Menwith Gleason-score-8- or-9 disease were required to
have cT1/T2 disease and pretreatment PSA levels # 10 ng/mL. Men were
not eligible for enrollment if they had palpable stage cT3c (seminal vesicle
involvement13) or cT4 disease; a history of prior pelvic radiotherapy;
received. 4 months of ADT; prior or planned radical prostate surgery; or
if they had concurrent active malignancy other than nonmetastatic skin
cancer or early stage chronic lymphocytic leukemia. Men were stratified at
randomization by PSA level (# 10 v. 10 ng/mL), stage (cT1b-T2 v cT3a-
b), Gleason score (# 7 v 8 to 9), and receipt of neoadjuvant ADT (yes v no).

Radiation Therapy
All men were treated with step-and-shoot IMRT, as previously de-

scribed.14 Daily prostate localization for treatment alignment was pri-
marily performed using BAT ultrasound (Best Nomos, Pittsburgh, PA);
daily kilovoltage imaging with fiducial alignment was permitted in the later
years of the trial. The treatment target was the prostate and proximal
seminal vesicles. Lymph nodes were not treated. Per protocol, planning
target volume (PTV) expansion was 10 to 15 mm in all dimensions except
for 4 to 8 mm posteriorly. The protocol stipulated that$ 95% of the PTV
receive the prescription dose and that inhomogeneity be # 20%. The
rectum was defined as the portion of bowel extending from the sigmoid
flexure to the pelvic outlet. The protocol recommended that for men
treated with conventional fractionation, the proportion of rectum and
bladder receiving 70 Gy be , 20% to 25% and, for men treated with
hypofractionation, the proportion of rectum and bladder receiving 65 Gy

be, 20% to 25%. These recommended constraints were not met in some
patients (Appendix Table A1, online only).

Follow-Up
After completion of radiotherapy, men were seen at least every

6 months for the first 2 years and then annually thereafter. PSAwas obtained
every 3months for the first 2 years, every 6months for years 3 through 5, and
then yearly thereafter. Physician-reported toxicity was evaluated at each
follow-up visit. Late genitourinary (GU) andGI toxicity, starting 90 days after
completion of radiotherapy, was quantified using the modified Radiation
Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) toxicity grading.14,15

Statistical analysis
Men were classified into risk groups based on National Compre-

hensive Cancer Network criteria (low: cT stage # T2a, Gleason score# 6,
and PSA level, 10 ng/mL; high: cT stage. T2c, or Gleason score$ 8, or
PSA level . 20 ng/mL; intermediate: all others).16 Descriptive statistics
were generated to characterize the study cohort. Characteristics were
compared with the x2 test or Fisher exact test for categorical variables and
the Wilcoxon rank-sum test or Student t test for continuous variables. The
primary outcome was failure, defined as PSA failure or initiation of salvage
therapy. PSA failure was defined using the Phoenix definition of PSA nadir
plus 2 ng/mL.17 The Phoenix definition, developed in 2005, is the current
standard definition for biochemical failure after radiation therapy.

Time to failure was calculated from the start of radiation therapy.
Time to grade 2 or higher GU or GI toxicity was measured from the end of
radiation therapy. Kaplan-Meier curves were created to estimate failure,
survival, and toxicity.18 A log-rank test evaluated the estimates across strata.
P , .05 was considered statistically significant. Data analysis was performed
using Stata/MP 15.0 statistical software (StataCorp, College Station, TX).19

As-treated analyses were performed because this approach best
represents the toxicity and cancer control from the radiation treatment
regimens. We also report an intent-to-treat analysis for the primary end
point, treatment failure.

Sample Size and Previous Analyses
At time of protocol design, it was estimated 30% of men treated with

conventional fractionation and 10% of men treated with hypofractionation
would develop PSA failure at 5 years. Based on log-rank test results, a sample
size of 226 was needed to ensure at least 91% statistical power to detect a 20%
difference in freedom from failure at 5 years at the two-sided 0.05 significance
level. Thirty-nine events were anticipated based on this power calculation.

The study was monitored by a Data Safety Monitoring Board and the
stopping rule for toxicity was never met. There were too few events during
accrual to justify interim analysis of efficacy. We previously published
patient-reported outcomes, toxicity predictors, and treatment costs.12,14,20

A preliminary analysis of cancer control was presented with a median
follow-up 4.7 years, at which time there were only 16 failure events.21

RESULTS

Study Cohort
In each treatment group (ie, conventional fractionation and

hypofractionation), 102 of 111men completed treatment as planned.
One man allocated to 75.6 Gy actually received 72 Gy and one man
allocated to 72 Gy died during treatment of a nontreatment-,
noncancer-related cause. For this as-treated analysis, the 102 men
who received conventional radiotherapywere compared with the 104
menwho initiated or received hypofractionated radiotherapy (Fig 1).

Mostmen had T1 disease (72%), Gleason score 7 disease (65%),
PSA level # 10 ng/mL (90%), and did not receive ADT (76%).
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Distribution of patient demographics and clinical prognostic factors
was well-balanced between treatment groups (Table 1).

Treatment Failure
Median follow-up at time of analysis was 8.5 (range, 0.1 to

14.5) years. Thirty-one men developed treatment failure (treated
with hypofractionation [n = 10], treated with conventional frac-
tionation [n = 21]). Twenty-eight of these men had PSA failure and
three received salvage therapy with initiation of ADT. Men who
received hypofractionation were less likely to develop failure (P =
.036; Fig 2A). Five-year, 8-year, and 10-year cumulative incidence
of failure was 8.2% (95% CI, 4.2% to 15.8%), 10.7% (95% CI,
5.9% to 19.1%), and 10.7% (95% CI, 5.9% to 19.1%), respectively,
for men treated with hypofractionation. Five-year, 8-year, and 10-
year cumulative incidence of failure was 8.3% (95% CI, 4.2% to

15.9%), 15.4% (95% CI, 9.1% to 25.4%), and 23.7% (95% CI,
15.0% to 36.3%), respectively, for men treated with conventional
fractionation. When time-to-failure was evaluated in an intent-to-
treat analysis, men randomly assigned to hypofractionated treat-
ment were also less likely to develop failure (P = .01).

Because men were stratified at randomization by receipt of
ADT and PSA level # 10 ng/mL, we evaluated failure for these
subgroups. Failure events and cumulative incidence of failure are
summarized in Appendix Tables A2 and A3. Among the 156 men
who did not receive ADT, men who received hypofractionation
were less likely to develop failure (P = .033; Fig 2B). Eight-year
cumulative incidence of failure was 12.7% (95% CI, 6.8% to
23.0%) for men treated with hypofractionation and 18.0% (95%
CI, 10.5% to 29.8%) for men treated with conventional frac-
tionation. Among the 50 men who received ADT, there was no
difference in failure between treatment groups (hypofractionation

Assessed for eligibility
(n = 465)

Excluded
Did not meet inclusion criteria
Declined to participate
Other reason

Analyzed                                                       (n = 103)

Allocated to 75.6 Gy and received
    75.6 Gy                                                     
Allocated to 75.6 Gy and received 72 Gy

Analyzed                                                       (n = 103)

102 men allocated to 72 Gy who received 72 Gy
1 man allocated to 72 Gy who died during
    treatment after receiving 52.8 Gy

Allocation

Intent-to-Treat
Analysis

Randomly assigned
(N = 222) 

Enrollment 

Analyzed

Allocated to 75.6 Gy and received
    75.6 Gy

Analyzed                                                       (n = 104)

Allocated to 72 Gy and received 72 Gy
Allocated to 75.6 Gy and received 72 Gy
Allocated to 72 Gy but died during
    treatment after receiving 52.8 Gy

As Treated
Analysis

Allocated to 72 Gy in 2.4 Gy fractions         (n = 111)

Declined to participate after random
     assignment

Off study because of  hip replacement   (n = 1)
Off study because of  need for

     cytoreduction
Off study because of anatomy                    (n = 2)
Had prostatectomy instead
Received brachytherapy, external

      beam radiation, and ADT
   Died during treatment after receiving 52.8
   Gy, non-treatment non-cancer related    (n = 1)

Received allocated intervention
Did not receive allocated intervention

Allocated to 75.6 Gy in 1.8 Gy fractions

Received 72 Gy instead
Declined to participate after random

      assignment
Off study because of hip replacement
Off study because of need for
   cytoreduction
Off study because of need for > 4

      months of ADT
Managed with watchful weighting
Received brachytherapy

Received allocated intervention               
Did not receive allocated intervention

(n = 243)
(n = 100)
(n = 141)

(n = 2)

(n = 111)

(n = 102)

(n = 1)
 (n = 3)

 (n = 1)
 (n = 1)

 (n = 1)

 (n = 1)
 (n = 1)

  (n = 102)

(n = 1)

(n = 1)
(n = 1)

(n = 102)(n = 102) 

(n = 102)

(n = 2)

(n = 102)

(n = 1)

(n = 1)

Fig 1. CONSORT diagram. ADT, an-
drogen deprivation therapy; CIMRT, con-
ventional intensity modulated radiation
therapy; HIMRT, hypofractionated in-
tensity modulated radiation therapy; RT,
radiation therapy.
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arm, 8-year cumulative incidence: 4.2%[ 95%CI, 1.0% to 26.1%] v
4.5% [95% CI, 1.0% to 28.1%]; P = .94).

Among the 186 men with PSA # 10 ng/mL, there were fewer
failures among men treated with hypofractionation (hypofractio-
nation arm, 8-year cumulative incidence: 10.5% [95% CI, 5.6% to
19.3%], P= .042 v conventional fractionation arm, 8-year cumulative
incidence:14.8% [95% CI, 8.3% to 25.6%]; Fig 2C; Appendix Table
A3, online only). Among the 20 men with PSA . 10 ng/mL, there
was no difference in failure between treatment groups (P = .62).

Prostate Cancer and Overall Survival
There was only one clinically apparent failure; one man

treated with hypofractionation developed distant metastasis. Of the
43 men who died, 19 were treated with hypofractionation and 24
were treated with conventional fractionation. No one died of
prostate cancer. There was no difference in overall survival between
treatment groups (P = .39; Fig 3). Eight- and 10-year overall
survival was 90.0% (95% CI, 82.2% to 94.5%) and 82.8% (95% CI,
72.0% to 89.8%), respectively, for men treated with hypo-
fractionation. Eight- and 10-year overall survival was 85.2% (95%

CI, 76.2% to 91.0%) and 76.1% (95% CI, 64.3% to 84.4%), re-
spectively, for men treated with conventional fractionation.

Late GI and GU Toxicity
Risk of late GI toxicity was similar between treatment groups.

The 8-year cumulative incidence of grade 2 or 3 late GI toxicity was
5.0% (95% CI, 2.11% to 11.6%) in men treated with conventional
fractionation and 12.6% (95% CI, 7.3% to 21.2%) in men treated
with hypofractionation (P = .08; Fig 4A). In the conventional arm,
17 men (17%) developed grade 1 GI toxicity, four men (4%)
developed grade 2 GI toxicity, and one man (1%) developed grade
3 GI toxicity. In the hypofractionated arm, 26 men (25%) de-
veloped grade 1 GI toxicity, 10 men (10%) developed grade 2 GI
toxicity, and two men (2%) developed grade 3 GI toxicity. Nearly
all grade 2 toxicities were the result of rectal bleeding (13 of 14
cases). All grade 3 toxicities were the result of persistent rectal
bleeding that required two or more cauterizations (three of three
cases). Neither treatment group had any grade 4 GI toxicity events.

Risk of late GU toxicity was similar between treatment groups.
The 8-year cumulative incidence of grade 2 or 3 late GU toxicity was
16.4% (95%CI, 10.4% to 25.4%) in the conventional arm and 15.1%
(95% CI, 9.4% to 23.8%) in the hypofractionated arm (P = .84; Fig
4B). In the conventional arm, 14 men (14%) developed grade 1 GU
toxicity, 15 men (15%) developed grade 2 GU toxicity, and one man
(1%) developed grade 3 GU toxicity. In the hypofractionated arm, 10
men (10%) developed grade 1 GU toxicity, 15 men (15%) developed
grade 2 GU toxicity, and nomen (0%) developed grade 3GUtoxicity.
Neither treatment group had any grade 4 GU toxicity events.

Effect of Rectal Dose on Late GI Toxicity
In a prior analysis, we determined the risk of late GI toxicity

after this hypofractionation regimen could be reduced by mini-
mizing the proportion of rectum receiving high-dose radiation.14

Now with longer follow-up, we evaluated the risk of developing
grade 2 or higher late GI toxicity when the volume of rectum
receiving 65Gy was # 15%. This cutoff was selected because it is
the constraint we currently use in our clinical practice with this
regimen. The 8-year cumulative incidence of grade 2 or 3 late GI
toxicity after hypofractionation was 8.6% (95%CI, 3.6% to 19.9%)
when V65 was # 15%, and incidence was 20.5% (95% CI, 10.3%
to 38.3%) when V65 was . 15% (P = .061; Appendix Fig A1).

DISCUSSION

In this randomized trial with a median follow-up of 8.5 years,
a moderately hypofractionated, dose-escalated, IMRT regimen
(72 Gy in 2.4-Gy fractions) that administered a higher biologically
effective radiation dose to the prostate provided superior prostate
cancer control than a conventionally fractionated IMRT regimen
(75.6 Gy in 1.8-Gy fractions) while shortening treatment duration
from 8.4 weeks to 6 weeks. Although the men in the dose-escalated
hypofractionated regimen arm received larger daily doses of ra-
diation, the treatment did not increase incidence of late urinary
toxicity. There was a nonsignificant increase in rectal bleeding after
radiation for men treated with hypofractionation; all cases resolved
with treatment.

Table 1. Patient Characteristics by Treatment Regimen

Characteristic

Hypofractionation
(72 Gy in 2.4 Gy

fractions)*

Conventional
Fractionation

(75.6 Gy in 1.8 Gy
fractions)*

No. of men 104 102
Age, years
, 60 15 (14.4) 14 (13.7)
60-54 17 (16.4) 28 (27.5)
65-69 26 (25.0) 24 (23.5)
$ 70 46 (44.2) 36 (35.3)

Race
Asian 5 (4.8) 6 (5.9)
Black 13 (12.5) 17 (16.7)
Hispanic 7 (6.7) 8 (7.8)
White 79 (76) 70 (68.6)
Other 0 (0) 1 (1.0)

Tumor stage
T1b 0 (0) 1 (1.0)
T1c 71 (68.3) 76 (74.5)
T2 1 (1.0) 0 (0)
T2a 25 (24.0) 17 (16.7)
T2b 4 (3.9) 7 (6.9)
T2c 3 (2.9) 1 (1.0)

PSA concentration, ng/mL
0-10 95 (91.4) 91 (89.2)
10.1-20 9 (8.6) 11 (10.8)

Gleason score
6 33 (31.7) 37 (36.3)
7 70 (67.3) 64 (62.7)
8 1 (1.0) 1 (1.0)

NCCN risk-group
Low 28 (26.9) 29 (28.4)
Intermediate 75 (72.1) 72 (70.6)
High 1 (1.0) 1 (1.0)

ADT
Yes (# 4 months) 27 (26.0) 23 (22.5)
No 77 (74.0) 79 (77.5)

NOTE. Data given as No. (%) unless otherwise indicated. There were no
significant between-arm differences. All P values . .05.
Abbreviations: ADT, androgen deprivation therapy; NCCN, National Compre-
hensive Cancer Network; PSA, prostate-specific antigen.
*The treatment regimen for the as-treated analysis.
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This randomized trial reports superior prostate cancer control
after moderately hypofractionated, dose-escalated, IMRT. The im-
proved cancer control is the consequence of delivery of a higher
biologically effective dose to the prostate in the hypofractionated
treatment arm (ie, 85 Gy equivalent in 1.8-Gy fractions assuming an
a-to-b ratio of 1.5 for prostate cancer). Superior cancer control with
dose-escalated radiation has been established in randomized trials
using conventionally fractionated radiation and dose-escalated radi-
ation therapy is now standard treatment for men who receive prostate
radiation therapy.2-6,29 However, it takes 8 to 9 weeks to deliver dose-
escalated radiationwhen using conventional fractionation. In contrast,
this moderately hypofractionated radiation treatment regimen was
completed in 6 weeks. Shorter-duration radiation treatment reduces
a patient’s time away from personal, work, and family obligations and
reduces out-of-pocket expenses. Shortening treatment duration from
42 treatments to 30 treatments also reduces the cost of treatment as it is
currently reimbursed in theUnited States, because the cost of radiation
treatment is proportional to the number of treatments delivered.

This trial demonstrated improved prostate cancer control with
dose-escalated moderately hypofractionated IMRT because of the

length of follow-up. In this trial, the prostate cancer control curves
began to separate after 5 years and, to date, the other published
randomized trials in which dose-escalated moderate hypofractio-
nation was evaluated have reported 5-year results, including Radi-
ation TherapyOncology Group (RTOG) 0415, the Hypofractionated
Irradiation for Prostate Cancer trial (HYPRO), and the Fox Chase
trial (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT00062309).22-24

In addition, a larger portion of men in the HYPRO and Fox
Chase trials received ADT, which could mask the effect of dose es-
calation on cancer control. The Conventional or Hypofractionated
High-Dose Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy in Prostate Cancer
(CHHiP) trial and the Prostate Fractionated Irradiation Trial
(PROFIT) also reported similar cancer control at 5 years but evaluated
moderately hypofractionated radiation regimens calculated to deliver
a dose equivalent to the conventionally fractionated treatment arm.25,26

This moderately hypofractionation regimen did not increase
late urinary toxicity and had only a modest effect on late GI toxicity.
This is consistent with other randomized trials comparing mod-
erately hypofractionated regimens (2.4 to 3.0 Gy per treatment) with
conventionally fractionated regimens that have demonstrated either
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A

Fig 2. Cumulative incidence of treatment failure after CIMRT or HIMRT for (A) all patients, (B) men who did not receive androgen deprivation therapy, and (C) men with
prostate-specific antigen concentration # 10 ng/mL. CIMRT, conventional intensity modulated radiation therapy; HIMRT, hypofractionated intensity modulated radiation
therapy; RT, radiation therapy.
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similar late GU and GI toxicity with moderate hypofractionation
(CHHiP, PROFIT) or a small increase (RTOG 0415).25-27

We previously reported the risk of developing late GI toxicity
after this moderately hypofractionated regimen can be reduced by
minimizing the proportion of rectum receiving moderate- and
high-dose radiation.14 Now with a median follow-up of 8.5 years,
the cumulative incidence of late grade 2 or 3 GI toxicity was, 10%,
when the volume of rectum receiving 65 Gy was # 15%. This un-
derscores the importance of adherence to normal tissue-dose con-
straints, especially rectal dose constraints, to limit toxicity after
treatment with moderately hypofractionated prostate radiation.

It should be noted that this trial was conducted in the early
days of IMRT and image-guided radiation therapy. Delivery of
contemporary radiotherapy that uses smaller PTV expansions has
the ability to reduce dose delivered to the rectum and bladder and
may produce better toxicity outcomes. Physician-assessed rather
than patient-reported toxicity outcomes are reported and patient
report can differ from physician assessment.28 We previously

reported no detectable differences in patient-reported urinary,
bowel, and sexual symptom burden between men in the treatment
arms in this trial.20 The RTOG 0415 and CHHiP trials also had
similar patient-reported outcomes across treatment arms.26,27

The strength of this study is the long follow-up of . 8 years.
The 75.6-Gy conventional fractionation regimen evaluated in this
trial is still a standard treatment regimen for prostate cancer.29 The
a-to-b ratio of prostate cancer is an estimate and it may actually be
lower or higher than the a-to-b ratio of 1.5 used to calculate the
biologically equivalent dose of 85 Gy in 1.8-Gy fractions for the
moderate hypofractionation arm. Regardless of the actual a-to-b
ratio for prostate cancer, this moderately hypofractionated regimen
shortened the duration of treatment while improving cancer
control. The rate of prostate cancer failure after treatment was
lower than anticipated at time of trial development; therefore, it
has taken longer than initially anticipated to develop enough
prostate cancer failure events to evaluate a difference between
treatment arms. We postulate that men enrolled in the trial had
more favorable disease than the historical cohort used to estimate
expected failure, because of stage migration and exclusion of men
receiving . 4 months of ADT. There were a limited number of
events for the subgroup analyses, but the results of the majority
subgroups are consistent with the overall trial results. It took longer
than anticipated to accrue patients because of competing treat-
ments that gained enthusiasm during the study period, includ-
ing robotic surgery, proton radiation, and the administration of
. 4months of ADT. The results of this study are most applicable to
men with low-risk and intermediate-risk prostate cancer, because
only two men with high-risk prostate cancer were enrolled in this
trial. Similarly, the toxicity results are most applicable to men
receiving IMRT delivered with image-guided radiation therapy
targeting the prostate and proximal seminal vesicles.

In conclusion, compared with CIMRT (75.6 in 1.8-Gy frac-
tions), this dose-escalated moderate HIMRT regimen (72 Gy in
2.4-Gy fractions) shortened treatment duration while improving
prostate cancer control. GU toxicity was similar. Although there
was a nonsignificant increase in late grade 2 and 3 GI toxicity with
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Fig 4. (A) Grade 2 or 3 late GI (grade 2a) and (B) genitourinary (grade 2b) toxicity in men who received CIMRT or HIMRT. CIMRT, conventional intensity modulated
radiation therapy; HIMRT, hypofractionated intensity modulated radiation therapy; RT, radiation therapy.
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modulated radiation therapy; RT, radiation therapy.
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dose-escalated hypofractionated treatment, the number of men
who developed toxicity was small, all rectal bleeding resolved with
treatment, and the risk of bleeding can be reduced by minimizing
the proportion of rectum that receives high-dose radiation.
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Appendix
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Fig A1. Grade 2 or 3 late GI toxicity in men who received HIMRT stratified by
volume of rectum receiving 65 Gy # 15% versus . 15%. HIMRT, hypofractionated
intensity modulated radiation therapy; RT, radiation therapy.

Table A1. Radiation Dose to the Rectum and Bladder in Men Who Received CIMRT or HIMRT and Assessed for Late Genitourinary and GI Toxicity

Organ

No. of Patients Who Received Specified Dose to Given Percentage of Organ

, 5%
5% to
, 10%

10% to
, 15%

15% to
, 20%

20% to
, 25% 25%-30%

Rectum
HIMRT, rectum received 65 Gy 0 15 37 43 7 0
CIMRT, rectum received 70 Gy 1 15 58 26 2 0

Bladder
HIMRT, bladder received 65 Gy 10 51 29 8 3 1
CIMRT, bladder received 70 Gy 16 38 30 11 5 2

Abbreviations: CIMRT, conventional intensity-modulated radiation therapy; HIMRT, hypofractionated intensity-modulated radiation therapy.
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Table A2. Frequency of Treatment Failure in Subgroups of Patients Who
Received CIMRT or HIMRT

Subgroup No. of Patients
No. of Treatment
Failure Events

PSA # 10 ng/mL (n = 186)
CIMRT 91 18
HIMRT 95 9

PSA . 10 ng/mL (n = 20)
CIMRT 11 3
HIMRT 9 1

No ADT (n = 156)
CIMRT 79 20
HIMRT 77 9

Yes ADT (n = 50)
CIMRT 23 1
HIMRT 27 1

Abbreviations: ADT, androgen deprivation therapy; CIMRT, conventional
intensity-modulated radiation therapy; HIMRT, hypofractionated intensity-
modulated radiation therapy; PSA, prostate-specific antigen.

Table A3. Cumulative Incidence of Treatment Failure in Subgroups of Patients Who Received CIMRT or HIMRT

Subgroup 5 Year

Cumulative Incidence of Failure, %

95% CI 8 Year 95% CI 10 Year 95% CI

No ADT
CIMRT 9.4 4.6 to 18.7 18.0 10.5 to 29.8 27.2 17.2 to 41.3
HIMRT 9.5 4.7 to 19.0 12.7 6.8 to 23.0 12.7 6.8 to 23.0

PSA # 10 ng/mL
CIMRT 8.2 4.0 to 164 14.8 8.3 to 25.6 24.4 14.9 to 38.3
HIMRT 7.9 3.8 to 15.8 10.5 5.6 to 19.3 10.5 5.6 to 19.3

Abbreviations: ADT, androgen deprivation therapy; CIMRT, conventional intensity-modulated radiation therapy; HIMRT, hypofractionated intensity-modulated radiation
therapy; PSA, prostate-specific antigen.
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